Visionary Adaptation?
Idealized Resilience Model

- Current state
  - Resilience
    - Crisis state
    - External transient crisis

The system
Adaptive Change Model

- Current state
- Improved state
- Adaptive change
- Crisis state
- Crisis from failure to adapt
- Internal or external pressure
Resilience Reduces Adaptive Pressure

- Current state
- Improved state
- Adaptive change
- Crisis state
- Resilience from failure to adapt

Internal/external adaptive pressure
Revolutionary Change

- Current state
  - Improved state
  - Unthinkable improved state
  - Adaptive change
  - Crisis from failure to adapt
  - Resilience
  - Revolutionary change

- Internal or external pressure

- Crisis state

- System
Resilient Systems May be Resistant to Internal Change

- Current state
- Improved state
- Unthinkable improved state
- Crisis state
- Resilience
- Revolutionary change
- Adaptive change
- System flaws
- Resolved internal pressure
- Internal pressure or crisis
- External transient crisis

How to Keep Revolutionary Options Open?

In many ways the simplest class of system crisis.
Which kinds of crisis do we meet with resilience?

Which kinds of crisis do we meet with revolutionary change?

What decides?
How do we choose which kinds of change to make after crisis?

Stability Is Not An Option

How do we prepare for both resilient and revolutionary responses?